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iPresentee Offers to Start the New Year with New Themes for iWeb
Published on 01/12/12
iPresentee today announces five new iWeb themes for Apple's most popular Web site building
application. The company has extended iWeb themes collection up to 150 themes. The
following release adds five new themes: Black Fence, Cat, Classical Music, B&W and
Personal Space. New themes add an exceptional, stylish choice for various needs. No matter
what your personal or business interest is the iPresentee themes collection houses a
premium solution for any website.
Vilnius, Lithuania - iPresentee today is thrilled to announce five new iWeb themes for
Apple's Web site building application. The company has extended iWeb themes collection up
to 150 themes. The following release adds five new themes: Black Fence, Cat, Classical
Music, B&W and Personal Space. New themes add an exceptional, stylish choice for various
needs. No matter what your personal or business interest is the iPresentee themes
collection houses a premium solution for any website.
iPresentee provides a wide variety of professionally developed templates to enable a
unique website launch without a major investment. The company designers hone each design
element of the template to provide the kind of professional looking themes. iPresentee
focuses their efforts on ensuring the templates will be easy to use while still providing
site visitors a professional view of the website. Each theme has a unique design, look and
feel. Moreover users can change the theme design within minutes and adopt the site design
according their needs.
First impressions mean a lot so iPresentee aims to creates the best design solutions for
iWeb users. The unique aspect of iWeb themes is that they incorporate a series of layered
images which are customizable, replaceable, or removable within seconds. All themes
incorporate endless background, so any website can be filled with different amount of
information. It is imperative in an ever changing environment to be ready to change the
website content and design to reflect what is happening in the world or personal life.
iPresentee makes themes easily changeable within minutes to keep the site content fresh.
To get started just download, install and pick the perfect theme. Choose a well-designed
theme and you will end up with a website that people will remember, bookmark, revisit and
recommend to all their friends. iPresentee offers so many themes to choose from, there's
something here for everyone.
Minimum Requirements:
* Mac OS X 10.4.3 Tiger and later
* iWeb 2.0 (iLife 08) or later
* 100 MB Hard Drive space
Pricing and Availability:
iWeb Themes bundle may be purchased for $29.99 (USD). Each iWeb theme is available for
$9.99. Samples and more information about iWeb themes are available immediately at the
iPresentee's website.
iPresentee:
http://www.ipresentee.com/
New iWeb Themes:
http://www.ipresentee.com/?p=3979
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Located in Vilnius, Lithuania, iPresentee company was founded in 2007 by a group of
professional and enthusiastic IT designers. With a focus on the Mac platform, iPresentee'
perspective goal is to create high quality, easy to use and fun add-ons for Apple's iWork
and iLife applications. Copyright 2007-2012 iPresentee. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the
Apple logo, Apple Keynote and iWeb are registered trademarks of Apple Computer in the U.S.
and/or other countries.
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